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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
UNDERGRADUATE SPEAKER
Mark K. Shriver
House of Delegates. Jesuit-educated, Shriver attended
high school at Georgetown Prepara-tory School
and earned a bachelor's degree from the College of
Holy Cross. He received a master's degree in public
administration from Harvard.
Shriver has earned a number of awards for his commit-
ment to the rights and well-being of children, including
honorary doctorates from Wheelock College, his alma
mater Holy Cross and Loyola College in Maryland.
Shriver's late mother Eunice Kennedy Shriver founded
Special Olympics and his late father R. Sargent Shriver
created the Peace Corps and led President Lyndon
Johnson's War on Poverty. Mark Shriver's book, A
Good Man: Rediscovering My Father, Sargent Shriver,
was published in 2013. He is currently writing
a book on Pope Francis.
Mark K.Shriver is president of Save the Children
Action Network, where he leads an effort to mobilize
Americans around two goals: ending preventable
maternal, newborn and child deaths globally and
ensuring that every child in the U.S. has access to
high-quality early childhood education.
Shriver joined Save the Children in 2003, serving
as Vice President for U.S. Programs until 2013· In that
capacity, he created and oversaw the agency's early
childhood education, literacy, health, and emergency
preparedness and response programs in the United
States. He also led a national coalition that convinced
Congress to create the National Commission on
Children and Disasters.
Previously he started the innovative Choice Program
for at-risk Maryland youth and served in the Maryland
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Ames Francis Fowler
Bachelor of Science in CivilEngineering
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
PROVOST'S AWARD
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer
student from another college or university and has maintained the highest
Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Timofey Nikolayevich Dukhnovskiy
Bachelor 01 Science in Electrical Engineering
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kate Chelsea Leyda
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Mia Virginia Walsh
Bachelor of Arts. major in Women and Gender Studies
with Departmental Honors
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
PRESIDENT'S AWARD
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time
freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point
average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Jacqueline Mae Wallis
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy
Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
....................... _ .--_._-_._----_ _-_._ _~._~ __ .- -.._ ,_ - _ __ ..---_ -_ _ _ .
PROVOST'S FACULTY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Henry Louie, PhD
Associate Professor
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
College of Science and Engineering
PROVOST'S FACULTY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH,
SCHOLARSHIP, AND CREATIVE ENDEAVORS
Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs, PhD
Professor
Department of Modern Languages and Cultures
College of Arts and Sciences
Kathryn Marie Smith
Bachelor of Arts in Strategic
Communications
Summa Cum Laude
2015 UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program
takes an historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring
and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization.
The program stresses the integration of knowledge in a vital challenging learning community,
embracing the true spirit of Jesuit education. After completing the University Honors
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major.
Dakota Dawn Barnes
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Political Science with additional
major in Spanish
Cum Laude
Emma Elizabeth DeFontes
Bachelor of Arts, major in History
with Departmental Honors
Summa Cum Laude
Christina Maureen Harrington
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Environmental Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Robert June
Bachelor of Arts, major in
History with additional major
in Art History
Magna Cum Laude
Peter James King
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
Logan Marie McDonald
Bachelor of Arts in Economics
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Jonathan Notestine
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theatre
Cum Laude
Kaitlin Anne Sager
Bachelor of Arts, major in French
with additional major in English
Magna Cum Laude
Ivvie Lin Shellhorn
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Interdisciplinary Arts
Cum Laude
David Timothy Strand
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Visual Art with Departmental
Honors with additional major in
English/Creative Writing with
Departmental Honors
Summa Cum Laude
Joshua S. Sturman
Bachelor of Arts, major
in Philosophy
Cum Laude
Madeline Rose Williams
Bachelor of Arts, major in English
with additional major in History
Cum Laude
•2015 CORE HONORS PROGRAM
The Seattle University Core Honors Program was founded in 2004. By bringing highly
motivated students into a cohort group that pursues its Seattle University Core courses
together, the Core Honors program permits more advanced study in these courses than would
otherwise be possible. Inmaintaining this cohort over three years of study, Core Honors
creates a learning community in which each member contributes to the learning experience of
the others. In pursuing a rich and vital experience of liberal education in the humanities
and social sciences, Core Honors embodies in a special way Seattle University's commitment
to education for values, leadership, and service.
Katherine Rose Baumgartner
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political
Science with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude
Amabella Natividad Bernardino
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Magna Cum Laude
Brianna Rose Breimayer
Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration, major in Management
Cum Laude
Jonathan Francis Cardiello
Bachelor of Arts, major in Digital Design
Bachelor of Arts, major in Mathematics
Magna Cum Laude
Vincent Chien
Bachelor of Arts, major in English with
Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude
Sofia Ann D'Aniello
Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic
Ultrasound
Ames Francis Fowler
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Louis Levy-Wendt
Bachelor of Arts, major in Mathematics
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Summa Cum Laude
David Robert Livingston
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Michael Jeffrey Love
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Magna Cum Laude
Kristina Lynn Luotto
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Cum Laude
Marie Christine Pahlmeyer
Bachelor of Arts, major in Physics
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Magna Cum Laude
Bjorn Eide Payne
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Summa Cum Laude
Dalton McDavid Reed
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Jeri Carla Rosenthal
Bachelor of Arts, major in History
Magna Cum Laude
Demetria Maria Swendseid
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Jacqueline Mae Wallis
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy
Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and
Molecular Biology
Summa Cum Laude
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
David V. Powers, PhD
Dean
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD
Jacqueline Mae Wallis
SUMMA CUM lAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of
Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's
total contribution to academic life and is made by the
department chairs and program directors 0/ the college.
The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P Hickey.
professor of English,a beloved and respected teacher
at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968.
LE ROUX AWARD
Elizabeth Anna MacGregor
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated
exceptional leadership abilities, shown academic
excellence and performed significant service to the
Coffege of Arts and Sciences. The recipients personify in
character and action the qualities of a liberal education,
which constitute the "spirif of our College. The award
honors the memory of Fr.William Le Roux, S.J., who served
as Dean of the College.
Bachelor of Arts, Christina Ann Pinedo Danielle Marie McCready Hillary Ann Hunt Bachelor of Arts,
major in Art History Jack McCarty Scarpino Jessica Christine Miller with additional major in French major in English
Brooke Ann McCulloch Bernard Dominique Seals Riley Carl Newman
CUM LAUDE
Robin Lea Curry
with additional major in Visual Art Patricia Louise Steffens Erika Dorene Olsen B Alexandra Lightbown Facer with additional major in liberal Studies
CUM LAUDE Alexandra Marie Peck CUM LAUDEAlexandra Crom Stoffel Serena Dolores San Nicolas Perry
Kaya Meridian Payseno --e; Jessica Marie Tobiason MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Aric Autry Fehrenbacher
Shannon Helen Phelps
Isiah Jubree Umipig Sarah Elizabeth Robinson
Ellyn Rivers Anne Zofia Gala
with additional major in Film Studies MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Valerie Joey Vong Alexandra Sophia von Russow Hannah Marteena KaplanCUM LAUDE Megan Amanda Rubio
Alexandra P. Reinken
Tyler William Sciotto Nathalie Rose Whitfield Camille Sheridan KinseyCUM LAUDE Anina Eden Walas
with additional major in Psychology Malaki loane Seanoa, II Christina M. Yiatchos
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, CUM LAUDE Deshaun Terrell Sunderhaus Bachelor of Arts,
Garrett Edgar lieb
major in Asian Studies Zongjin Zhou NellyVillalpando major in Digital Design
with additional major in Spanish
Jonathan Robert Stewart
Bachelor of Arts, Nathan Ray Worden Daniela Jessica Applegate
Scott T. Lindquist
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jessica lee Zumeta major in Criminal Justice MAGNA CUM LAUDEBachelor of Science, Sophia Ann lizardi
Bachelor of Arts, major in Nicole Ashlee Batiste major in Criminal Justice Jonathan Francis Cardiello ""e'i
Communication Studies Brionna Rechelle Jordan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Shannon Helena Miller
Nicole R. Brunelle CUM LAUDE
Daniel Yunho Choi Bibi Myung-mi lee Campbell Margaret Cock Foster
Megan Elizabeth Castillo
KellyNee
Shanel Cothran Kiana Chiemi Mashino Char --e;
Bachelor of Criminal Justice
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Ernesto Alano Noceda II
Alexander Michael Dow
Jacqueline Bernice Albanese Angela Michelle Mishler Connor Clarence Bell Cook Corey Shea Patton
KyleTeague Doyle
Paulina Amber Cholewinski
with additional major in Psychology
Madeleine Ann Dagman William Reckase
Ross Andrew Frizzell CUM LAUDE Natasha Raye Wood CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Laine Hammer
Theodore L. Chon MAGNA CUM LAUDE Sierra Houk Raveena Sajjan
Joseph Daniel lqnoffo
lia Nicole Moani Ke'ala a Ka MAGNA CUM LAUDE with additional major in Women
Annalise Marie Johnson
Bachelor of Arts, major
Evan Vue Hiroshi Maeda
and Gender Studies
Lehua Cornair --e; in Cultural Anthropology CUM LAUDE
Chelsea Noelle Johnston Binta Marianne Diarra Grace Meredith Carter
Nikita Mehta Grace Madeline Stetson -aCUM LAUDE
Madison Rae Grimsby Jake Edward Moilanen Conley
Vitaliy Polyanko CUM LAUDE
Haley Jo Lewis MAGNA CUM LAUDE Melissa C. Russell Hilda A. Thompson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Taylor Diane Denton
Stephanie Nicole Moffat
Lana Hajdarovic with additional major in Spanish victoria Yuki Wong Micheila Ann Watson
Myra Pauline Sablan Hamilton MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Brian Grant Olson
David Winton Hodgkin Emma Parr Engelfried Madeline Rose Williams
D'Vonne Antwan Pickett, Jr
James William Huckabay WIth additional major in Spanish with additional major in History
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
~ Two degrees awarded
II
*i'"
Bachelor 01 Arts, Kylee Rose Kinzer Amanda Yates Rodgers Shannon Marie Brooks Patrick Gerard Moore
major in English with Eric Parker Koenig CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Spanish Jamie Elizabeth Reed
Departmental Honors Mallory Beatrice Leisten Kaitlin Anne Sager
CUM LAUDE Megan Cole Rogers
Vincent Chien Rachael Elizabeth Linden
with additional major in English Allison Marie Sirek Dimich Francesca Sarah Anne Smythies
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE with additional major in Spanish
Makani Rose Lumsden-Nakasone CUM LAUDE Samantha Nicole Spitzer
Elizabeth Anna MacGregor SeanWilliam Mackinson Bachelor 01 Arts, Alexander Jacob fisher Bachelor 01 Arts,
MAGNA CUM LAUDE major in HistoryClaire Rege McCallum Lara Marie Gooding major in Philosophy
Thomas Michael Palu CUM LAUDE Hailey Council Galper SUMMA CUM LAUDE Noah Isabella Campbell
with additional major in Spanish Kristi Yukiko Nakata Erin Monique Grant Jack Halliday Hood
CUM LAUDE Christopher Robert June
Andy James Gorvetzian
with additional major in Biology with additional major in Spanish Angelica J. Janda
Amanda Sue Westby MAGNACUMLAUDE with additional major in Art History MAGNACUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE Colleen Elizabeth Newell
MAGNACUMLAUDE
Hilary Louise Hanses Tyler Austin Mallon
Bachelor of Arts, major in
with additional major in Darby Frances Kerr Sara Lillian Haugen with additional major in EconomicsInterdisciplinaryArts CUMLAUDE
English/Creative Writing SUMMACUMLAUDE with additional major in Spanish
CUM LAUDE
Erin Margaret Akers Rodney Shawn Saechao
Sophie Ruth Marcus-Mitzman SUMMACUM LAUDE Abigail J. McCoy
James Patrick George Kiana Caitlin Serna
Adam James Miller Olivia Lucia Holden Joshua S. Sturman
CUMLAUDE
CUMLAUDE Shelby Nicole Theroux Ty Micah Migita Hurst
CUM LAUDE
Lucy Ellen Gillett MAGNACUMLAUDE
Morgan Ellis Peters lanthie Samara Jayakody Spencer O'Gara Tierney
CUMLAUDE Iree Schmautz Wheeler
Jeri Carla Rosenthal MAGNACUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE
Jackson Roman Kerschen Trevor Patrick Williams Noelle Marie Kappert Jacqueline Mae Wallis 1!r:;
Marie Elena Larsen Zhaoyang Zhang
Kevin C. Trudell
Devan Taylor Kaye
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE
Shaw St.Clair Lowry
Bachelor of Arts,
Alexander Ernst Motsch Bachelor of Arts,
with additional major in Spanish Bachelor of Arts,
major in Film Studies
Garrett Daniel Nadeau major in Philosophy with
Katie Elizabeth Maxwell major in History with Alexandra Iris Nelson ~ Departmental Honors
Emily Jewel Mundy
Devynn Nicole Barnes Departmental Honors
with additional major in Strategic
MAGNACUM LAUDE Brittany Rose Hammer
Daivia Tekel Newbold Communications Emma Elizabeth DeFontes Kea Claire Sample Paddy with additional major in Film Studies
Malakie Jeanne Peters CUMLAUDE
SUMMACUMLAUDE CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE James Vincent Cashman Camille Jeannine Kammer Calli Rose Parise
Trey Walcott Tice Brian Warren Cunningham
CUMLAUDE Bachelor of Fine Arts
Logan Frison Peppin
Rachel Anne Williams ~ with additional major in Spanish Lucas Christopher McKinnon CUM LAUDE
in Photography
MAGNACUMLAUDE SUMMACUMLAUDE MAGNACUMLAUDE Akaila Patricia Ballard ~
Tanya Marie Evanchak
Andre Paul Silberman
Ouidakathryn Bryson
Sarah Elizabeth Woodard Reed Wilson Smith Jr. with additional major in French
Nikolas Carl Hellenthal CUMLAUDE SUMMACUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts. major in Samantha Lynn Highsmith Amy Marie DeBonis
English/Creative Writing Bachelor of Arts, major
Madison Eve Silver
with additional major in Journalism MAGNA CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
with Departmental Honors
Glaser Quinn Jacobson
in Interdisciplinary Arts Sheila May Fisher
Emma C. Delsohn Abdullah Suliman AI Munif Katherine Lee Sims
CUMLAUDE Jacqueline Liu Erica Joy Snyder-Drummond
Sarah Rose Maier
Najla Ibrahim Atallah
Matthew Ellis Pritchard
Travis James Montoya
Kayla Ann Boland
with additional major in French Sarah Grace McLaughlin
MAGNACUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Darcy Rose Moynahan
with additional major in Art History
Tsu-Yi Tang Clemone Pascal Shahwan
Fallon M. Sullivan MAGNACUMLAUDE
MAGNACUM LAUDE
CUMLAUDE Parker Scott Tinsley
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexander Kane Mullen
Hayden McLean Chandler
Amanda Kiyomi Uyesugi MAGNACUMLAUDE Renate Elizabeth Wescott Bachelor of Arts.SUMMACUMLAUDE
MAGNACUM LAUDE Osato Cooley Alison Kate Williams major in Political Science
Kavita Chaudary Myneni
Bachelor of Arts, major Cory Alexander Rodriguez
Conrad John Jacobsen Bachelor of Arts,
Christine Constance Alpasan
in Environmental Studies MAGNACUMLAUDE Suzanne Michelle LeDuc major in Journalism
Danielle Shari Lee Ashcraft
Olivia Lillianna Allen Morgan Rae Rodriguez
Margaret Patricia Molloy Sumedha Majumdar Lesly Avila
CUMLAUDE with additional major in Spanish
SUMMACUMLAUDE
Christopher Paul-Maskowiz Maske
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexa Perry Anderson Sabel Roizen
Kiyon C. Ross Abby Searight Dakota Dawn Barnes
MAGNACUMLAUDE SUMMACUMLAUDE with additional major in SpanishMAGNACUMLAUDE Bianca Desuaddo Sewake
Nicholas Justin Dimas lwie Lin Shellhorn
CUM LAUDE
Grace Madeline Stetson ~ CUMLAUDE Devon Mckenzie Simpson Mackenzie Paige Brand
Kaitlyn Leigh Hammond ~ CUMLAUDE
SUMMACUMLAUDE Bachelor of Arts, Mason MacGregor Bryan
Paul Teeter Bachelor of Arts, major
Christina Maureen Harrington CUMLAUDE
major in Liberal Studies MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNACUMLAUDE
in International Studies
Oluwashore Adenekan Ashley Chung
Bradley John Haworth
Cristina Vazquez de Mercado Anita Naa Lamiokor Annan
Taylor Kae Barkee MAGNA CUM LAUDEwith additional major in French
Marlon Dylan Herrera Bachelor of Arts, CUMLAUDE
MAGNACUM LAUDE Justin Edward Cooper
Christopher Thomas Cook major in French Katherine Electra Athis Jennifer Jaclyn Hurst
Adriana Felix Urrea
Johnstone Danae Lin Hackett CUMLAUDE Lisa Michele Maulden Alana Susan Foster
MAGNACUMLAUDE with additional major in Uberal Studies Paige Akiko Bowman Christina Lauren Monahan Derek Scott Frank
MAGNACUMLAUDE
with additional major in Spanish SUMMACUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUMLAUDE
II
Janna Elizabeth Haider Margaux Elizabeth Chock Bachelor of Science, linda Lam Mazen EI-Majzoub
with additional majors in Criminal Justice CUM LAUDE major in Psychology Eric Richard Lilly Alec Lange Goodrieand English
Hayley Caroline Cobb Hilary Eva Ball Kelsey Anne McGarry Aisha Nicole U'ipuamae'ole JonesHaley Kathleen Hanson
with additional major in Women and Bridget Marie December Samuel Louis Battalio Amber Kay Morrow Zachary Craig Juhre
Gender Studies with Departmental Honors Tai Thien Do CUM LAUDE Taylor Marie-Ashton Scott Tyler Shun Kanazawa
Rachael Danielle Hartzell Dameley Duiseyeva Alyssa Marie Brandt ~ CUM LAUDE Monica La Keo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Giovanna Vannesa Torres CUM LAUDE
Cooper Austin Haynes Claire Maureen Dunbar Marlene Chamonica Hernandez Jennifer Nicole Whalen Kevin T. Kong
Rebecca Deanna Marie CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Hendrickson Julia Anne Ervin Lo Yee Chan Bachelor of Social Work Riann Elyse Lingl
Karina Hernandez Valerie Rose Pamela Fisher Evadine Louise Codd
with Departmental Honors CUM LAUDE
Shane Mikio Hosokawa Rosemary Frausto MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dawn MacDonald Vargas
Robert Martinez MolatoMAGNA CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Asian Studies Alejandro Gamez Katherine Mackenzie Cole Mikayla Quinn Nichols
Peter James King Laura Franchesca Germano Amanda Judith Cowden
Kelsey Elizabeth Smith MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Jessica Lee Gandy Gina Maria Ojeda
Samantha Nicole Lake Emma Elizabeth Gorder
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, CUM LAUDE
Andrew Everett Laskowski MAGNA CUM LAUDE Michelle Kathleen Globe major in Sociology Renae Michelle Russell
Adrian Lewis Lott Alexandra Adele Grigore with additional major in VISual Art (linton Dale Apodaca Madeleine Elizabeth Sutton
with additional major in English with additional major in French
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kriza Carillo David CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Allison Blaire Green DeAundreney Renee Dillard Kevin Christopher Tongg
Valerio Marcelli Tessa Elizabeth Hardiman
CUM LAUDE
Olivia Paige Engle CUM LAUDE
Brianna Rosario Martinez CUM LAUDE Katarina Elisabeth Juarez MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Miriam Naisiay Mboya Camille Elise Hopp
CUM LAUDE
Braden Patrick Hourigan
Bachelor of Arts in
Paige Kathryn McAdam Christine Marie Jensen Aaron Michael Kravitz Emerald Nicole Niakan
Strategic Communications
MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Charles Ian O'Leary Alexandra Bellamy Shimmin
Christopher James Anderson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Nicole Alexis ApolonioAimee Louise Miller Avery Christian Kain Jill Lorraine Smokoski
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Kristen Sarah Kangas Cayla Rachell Olson Jerome Adam Wald
Jacob Paul Biagini
Nathaniel Stemmer Oen with additional major in Criminal Justice Crystal Badar Retino Madison Monroe Brady
Nguyen Thanh Tran Bachelor of Arts, MAGNA CUM LAUDEPeter Jeffrey Olund Michael Robert Keenen --e:
CUM LAUDE with additional major in Spanish CUM LAUDE major in Sociology with Avery Jane Carruthers
Yelena Valentinovna Vecherkina Departmental Honors MAGNA CUM LAUDEEmily Lynn Peterson Christian Klein
Margaret Jane Quartararo MAGNA CUM LAUDE Madeline Deanne Waters Dana Amrita Grant Nina Marie Cataldo
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDECUM LAUDE Kimi Kogachi Bachelor of Public
Kirsti Faaren Ruud DanielJe Rachelle Lozano
Kenneth Richard Hanson Yin Hong Calvin Chan
Administration MAGNA CUM LAUDE Chloe Makana DeWolf-DomingoSUMMA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Luke M. Thometz Elena Ewald Kazanjian Gracia DonnaZachary David Schlachter Kirstie Delos Santos Lusuegro MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelsea Sjany Shannon Olivia Amaryah Montoya Bachelor of Arts, Jarell Christian Flora
CUM LAUDE
Danika Rose Morrow
major in Public Affairs Bachelor of Arts, Dana Jessica Gorski
Lillya Shtikel CUM LAUDE Lauren Mackenzie Burgeson major in Spanish Cody William Guyer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Lia Nicole Moani Ke'aJa 0 Ka Alex John HallbergHong Thi Nguyen
Evan John Sjostedt Tracey Kino Okada
Manuel Carrillo Lehua Cornair --e: Shane Thomas Haworth
Brandon Lee Thompson MAGNA CUM LAUDE Alonso Swanson Conrad Sofia Reid Jaramillo Yu-Jan Huang
Kristen Anne Wieliczka Tam Thi Pham Joy Elizabeth Durkin Charles Ian MacDonald Yu-Pu Huang
with additional major in Women
Melissa Renee Randolf Marco Lillard Evert Alexandra Sima Richman Ashley Yvonne Keelsand Gender Studies
CUM LAUDE Nateesha Bryanne Johnson Katie J. Rubstello AnneMarie Guanlao Ladlad ""Bachelor of Arts, major Amy Teresa Reister Mary Hyacinth Ladion Munoz MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
in Political Science with
Bree Sadira Rose Yian Pou Saechao Ashley Lauren Taylor Nhu Le
Departmental Honors
Alissa Maria Serrato Courtney Talbott Schehl Ella Corinne Youtsey Emma Marie Lytle
Katherine Rose Baumgartner
Jordan Rebecca Skalisky Grace Amelia Stevenson CUM LAUDE Christopher Matthew MandelMAGNA CUM LA~DE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Satya Surekha Vatti Jediah Thomas McCourt-Harper
Stephanie Ann Verdoia
Kirsten Elise Smock Rachel Anne Williams --e: Bachelor of Science, Nguyen Viet Ha MinhSUMMA CUM LAUDE major in Sport and
SUMMA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Trang Ha NguyenExercise Science
Bachelor of Arts, Camille Dominique Sutton Bachelor of Social Work Meghan Theresa Arigo Ross Benjamin Isao Nogami
major in Psychology Deanna Jannine Walton Catherine V. Carrico Chloe Michelle Belisle Jonathan Ericson Sianto
Dane Robert Brennan MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE Claire Anne Sikora
Taylor Joy Emiko Bryant ~ Virginia Elizabeth Woodward Kennedy Raine Diaz Kate J. Cleveland
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Kathryn Marie SmithChantal Monserrat Herrada Aris June Coover
Emily Carranza Ju-Pei Yao SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Judith Castaneda SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Karen Juco Katigbak Sydney Michele Dale
Amanda Kai SugitaCUM LAUDE Zachary Daniel Downey
Christopher Matthew Toomey
II
•Molly Marie Urquhart
Daniel Taesoon Whang
lauren Noelani Wheatley
CUM LAUDE
Melissa Joanna Wong
with additional major in
International Studies
Devon Christopher Woodley
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Melissa Irene Yapp
Megan Danielle Yeggy
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01 Music,
major in String Performance
Aaron Sinclair Hauser
CUM LAUDE
Tyl Cealice San luis Kennison
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Theatre
Samuel Adams Asher
Marshall Jeffrey Lewis
Virginia Grace McClure
Brynne Elizabeth McKeen
with additional major in film Studies
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
lily Moira McLeod
Michael Jonathan Notestine
CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Rathbone
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madison Kylie Spillman
Mbrak Guesh Tesfay
Matthew IvyWeingarten
Bachelor 01 Arts,
major in Theatre with
Departmental Honors
Amelie RoseGarcia-Cosgrove
with additional major in Women and
Gender Studies
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01 Arts,
major in Theology
and Religious Studies
Hellen Cherotich Chuma -e
CUM LAUDE
Ryan Christopher Flannery
Darren Michael Jeremy Hughes
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Visual Art
Amy D'Acquisto
CUM LAUDE
Samantha Emily de Caussin
Troy James Devine
CUM LAUDE
Madison Oksoon Kim
Ian Andrew Egly Schuler
Kirsten Ann Swanson
Bachelor 01 Arts,
major in Visual Art with
Departmental Honors
Aaron Victor Klouzal
with additional major in Sociology
CUM LAUDE
David Timothy Strand
with additional major in English/Creative
Writing with Departmental Honors
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01 Arts,
major in Women and
Gender Studies
Charles Jeffrey Chittenden
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Women and
Gender Studies with
Departmental Honors
Elise Marie Pavkk
CUM LAUDE
Sarah Elizabeth Tucker
with additional major in French
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mia Virginia Walsh
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
II
 ".
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Accounting
Denee Marie Anderson
Alviani Ardisa
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Brous
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alyssa Rene' Campagna
with additional major in Finance
Nantaporn Nila Carlson
Kiana Chiemi Mashino Char ~
CUM LAUDE
Jinger Chen
Yi Deny
with additional major in finance
Thao Thi Phuong Do
Kaelee Nicole Durnwirth
Brandon Tyler Fischer
CUM LAUDE
Dennis S. FitzPatrick
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Richard Glaser
Charles Edward Goroski
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Jessica Devi Halim
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Junrou Han
CUM LAUDE
Margaret Elise Hansen
Zachary Allen Kammen-Harwood
CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Kosashi
Kiana Nicole Kraft
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hou Wai Howard Lam
Fang Li
Jiamin Lin
CUM LAUDE
Raymond Rodriguez Lopez
Cuong The Luong
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Karunia Masman
Katharine Forrest McCue
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD
Kimberly Miho Pugliese
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the
Albers School of Business and Economics. Selection is
based on academic excelfence and contributions to the
school, the university, and the community. The award is in
memory of Poul A. Volpe, deon of the School of Business
from its inception in J945 until 1966.
Joseph Anthony Moffat
with additional major in t-Commerce
and Information Systems
Kyle Robert Moline
Sarah Marie Montalvo
Grant K. Natori
Grant logan Newton
Minh le Nhat Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Austin Michael Porter
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberly Miho Pugliese
with additional major in finance
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Michelle Ho William Putra
Chelsah Suzanne Ratkowski
Zahra Zulfikar Rehmat
CUM LAUDE
Anny Sanusi
CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Akemi Sasaki
William Kenneth Shore
Gumpon Zachary Siriboon
with additional major in International
Business
CUM LAUDE
Carmen Marie Strand
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chandler Toshiro Teruya
with additional major in Finance
Henry To
with additional major in Finance
Autumn Sharleen Tucker
Rachel Justina Turner
Caroline Lavender Van Maren
Wenmin Wang
CUM LAUDE
Gabriella Widjanarko Wilianto
Xiaoqi Xu
Kevin Suk Woo Yi
Joy Anna Yoo
Brad Nyoungho Yoon
CUM LAUDE
Brian Phillip York
CUM LAUDE
Suyuan Zhang
with additional major in Finance
Yuwei Zhang
Hairong Zheng
with additional maj~r in Marketing
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Business
Economics
Kelsey Anne Beffel
Bradley Raymond Brown
CUM LAUDE
Mitchell Takashi Chinn
with additional major in Finance
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Munkhbilguun Davaasuren
with additional major in Accounting
Nicholas Scott Fishier
with additional major in Management
John Roy Fulmer
with additional major in Marketing
CUM LAUDE
Daniel Charles Gevurtz
Taylor Maria Moana Kane
with additional major in Finance
Justin James Kim
Duncan William MacKay
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Colton Ryan Misono
Nicolas James Claar Myers
Baa Phi Nguyen
Kylie Liane Nariko Kamalani Ojn
with additional roarer in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bryan David Player
CUM LAUDE
Faith Georgia Warwick
Mackenzie Megan Wipf
with additional major in Marketing
Tyler Nicholas Ybarra
Bachelor of Arts in
Economics
Flynn Gary little Abeln
Quinn Arol Annand
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amanda Hailey Bell
with additional major in Interdisciplinary
Am
CUM LAUDE
Margaret Woodhouse Debelius
Asha Elisa DuMonthier
WIth additional major in Women and
Gender Studies
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Caleb Ulysis Herrera
Trenton Reed Herriford
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Garrison Leigh Hess
CUM LAUDE
luka Karaula
CUM LAUDE
Clarence lam
Luke Caden larsen
Logan Marie McDonald
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Iris Nelson ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Colin Wendell Peterson
Andrew James Porter
Mackenzie James Simon
Adam Weyer
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration.
major in Finance
Samuel Berhe Abera
Jeffrey Acs,
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fahad Younis AI Oalaf
Tatsuya Amanuma
Kieu Thai Anh
Mubarak Ibrahim Bin Harkan
Katelyn Theresa Buttitta
Chun Sing Chan
with additional major in Accounting
Kevin W. Chandra
Karena Sydney Chang
CUM LAUDE
Anthony Alexander Clifford
Suheil Pacheco-Flores
with additional major in
International Business
David Conner Diltz
Ester Agustina Djaja
Kevin Richard Dunham
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Stevanus Kevin Effendy
Jingyi Fan
Ykhen Fan
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Franslika
Jessica Gautama
CUM LAUDE
Michelle Gautama
Tomoaki Go
Lupita Christiany Gunawan
CUM LAUDE
Yoshelin Gunawan Prasetiyo
Chase Michael Hanson
Ivan Yudistira Harapan
Ben E. Harrison
Scott Shigeo Hayashi
Hendry Dwijayono Hidayat
John Manh Hoang
Uy O. Hoang
lndrianto Indrianto
Jozabad Jonathan
Nhan Huu Le, JR
with additional rnarcr in Marketing
Max Young Lee
Yahao li
Tsun Lung Lo
Naoki Matsuo
Erica RacheUe Mcintyre
Nhut Tran Minh Nguyen
wrth additional major in Accounting
CUM LAUDE
Tung Hai Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Nicoleen Bastiaan Ongko
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andreas Imanuel Ongkowidjojo
wrth additional major in Marketing
Rachel Mika Hamamoto Ono
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE
John William Pechan
Khanh Doan Phuong Phan
CUM LAUDE
Taylor Breann Ritzman
Karanjot Singh Sandhu
Jacquelyn Rene Saunders
with additional major in Management
Kyle Azevedo Silva
with additional major In Business
Economics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cody Berkley Smith
CUM LAUDE
Nicholaus Sucipto
Adhitya Nugraha sujanto
Irene Sujanto
CUM LAUDE
Teresa Audris Sung
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Audrey Rosaline Sutrisno
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Francine Tanoto
Calvin Clin Tjiong
CUM LAUDE
Amy Marie Tolentino
with additional major in Marketing
Tyler Moritsune Tonaki
Hanh Hong Tran
loc Minh Tran
With additional major in Marketing
Yiu Chung Tse
Marvine Edric Santos Valderrama
with additional major In Business
Economics
Gabriel Daniel Valencia
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zheng Wang
Yosef Kevin Noviandy Widjaja
with additional major in Marketing
William Wijaya
Pamela Mae Wilson
Richard Filbert Wiryokusuma
Skye Mamoru Yoshimura
Cody Jesus Zambrano
II
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
Individualized major
Alex Matthew Borowski
Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration, major in
Information Systems
Thuyen Than
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration, major in
International Business
Ahmed Saeed AI Shamisi
Elisabeth Carole mae Ayres
Luiz Enrique Leorte Bidart
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fangyuan Chen
Eleni Athena Cotsis
CUM LAUDE
Tram Bao Dang
CUM LAUDE
Davin Dewantara
CUM LAUDE
Arturo A. Garcia
Sandra Isabel Garcia Heredia
Diego Armando Grandez Quintana
CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Ann Grosz
with additional major In Business
Economic;
Erik Grant Hagberg
Christopher James Holzheu
Prince Arjun Jadusingh
with additional major in Finance
Alexander Thomas Koruga
Robert li
with additional major in Finance
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zijun liang
Nigel Evan Melling
with addrtronal major in Marketing
CUM LAUDE
Andreina Montes
Charlene Eduarte Nayan
Kentaro Nishi, Sr.
Kristi Ai Sasamori
Timothy Tandiokusuma
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Stacia Gitta Wiranata
Constance Grace Zunigha
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Management
Emily Rene Allen
Anya Kristine Asuncion
Akaila Patricia Ballard ~
Julie Antoinette Baiza
CUM LAUDE
JessicaBeck
CUM LAUDE
•
Brianna Rose Breimayer
CUM LAUDE
Harrison Daniel Bucher
with additional major in Marketing
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Winsen Hokianto Budidjaja
with additional major in Marketmq
Grace Maria Choe
Kathryn Anne fisk
Stacy Goodfellow
Eileen Ann Arends Graham
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Stephen Gunawan
Pierson Japit
Nathan Lara
Thomas Ryan Lausin
Yaohua Liao
Riley Ann Mueller
Nam Giang Nguyen
with additional major in Business
Economic.s
Ngoc Thi Bao Nguyen
Ronald Yoshiharu Nomi
James Shigeru MacKenzie Ono
CUM LAUDE
Erica Ollean Paup
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Stacie Elisabeth Peterson
Cecilia Diaisi Rosales-Perez
CUM LAUDE
Cameron Matthew Russo
Ken Cipta Saputra
Zachary Martin Seftel
Daniel Adryanto Siaputra
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Riley David Noboru Tanabe
with additional major in Marketing
CUM LAUDE
Austin Michael Thummel-Gravitt
Nicholas Charles Wanta
Jiarong Wen
Hizkia Cahyadi Wijaya
with additional major in Finance
Alyona Zhukova
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration.
major in Marketing
Mustafa A. Abid
Ryan R. Agnew
Lucas Miguel Alvarez
with additional major in Finance
Madeline Elizabeth Ambrose
Joshua Anthony Bell
Steffie Boediono
Lauren Lynn Brogan ~
Huy Hoang Anh Sui
Jordan Jayson Cardenas
Clara Angelina E Carucci
Shaolong Chi
William Steven Conroy
Kerstin Abbey Bustos Fajardo
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE
Mackenzie Lanae Gant
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Aljohn Camacho Gaviola
Laura Marie Grigore
with additional major in International
Business
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Michael Gunawan Prasetiyo
Te Han
Cameron Michael Hathaway
CUM LAUDE
Livia Jessica Hidajat
CUM LAUDE
Bailey Anne Keogh
Christine Kim
Ryan James Kirkland
CUM LAUDE
Zakary Louis Kosher
Clarice Kurniawan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
JessicaJessie Lacayo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrew Hutama Lauw
with additional major in Management
Jiacheng Li
Flora u
Julie T. Magnano
Meghan Lisa Manwill
Ashley N. Martin
Parker John Mathis
Matthew Robert Moriarity
Dominic Joseph Munjanattu
Cameron Duane Newstrom ~
CUM LAUDE
Tu Phuong Ngoc Nguyen
Case Krause Nichols
Andrew Wijaya Oeij
CUM LAUDE
Andrea Joy Oprel
Alfonsius Steven Otto
Bhavnoor Singh Pannu
Jiyoun Park
CUM LAUDE
Devika Bipin Parmar
India Kahlia Posner
Gideon Tani Putra
Hector Manuel Rodriguez III
Nicole Anne Santiago
Noriko Sato
Alexander James Stapleton
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Grace Esther Susilo
Citra Dewi Swandana
Amelia Tediarjo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rebecca Nicole Tharp
CUM LAUDE
Scott Edward VanLaningham
Hao Wang
Olivia Morgan White
Vanessa Renee Wong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joseph YongJaz Yi
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE
I
Jodi Olsen Kelly, EdD
Dean
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE AWARD
FOR EXCELLENCE IN HUMANITIES
Theda Christine Hovind
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the student or students who most closely
realize the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who marvels
at the wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its
meaning; is open to diverse explanations, yet demands
critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions
its value and relevance; serves the human community.
yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing
(evelation of the divine to humanity.
Bachelor of Arts in
Humanities
Lauren Lynn Brogan ~
Taylor Joy Emiko Bryant ~
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Michael Kranda
CUM LAUDE
AnneMarie Guanlao Ladlad ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cameron Duane Newstrom -a
CUM LAUDE
Kaya Meridian Payseno 1!lt
Lauren Marie Pusich
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Charles Michael Rackson Iii
CUM LAUDE
Alexander Cassimir Shefts
Julia Grace Stinebaugh
Lisa Nguyen Tran
Bachelor of Arts in
Humanities for Leadership
Studies
Ian Daniel Carrick
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Noel Ann Chapman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Taylor Elizabeth Gawlik
Emily Marie Harris
Michael Robert Keenen ~
with additional major in Spanish
Helen Kathleen Packer
with additional major in
English/Creative Writing
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alessandra Ranae Roup
CUM LAUDE
Jasmine Lantoria Schwartz
Katherine Ann Speed
Sarah Anne Vaira
with additional major in
Environmental Studies
Bachelor of Arts in
Humanities for Teaching
Hayley Marina Donohue
Caroline Elise Ferguson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sierra Nicole Fitch
Theda Christine Hovind
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Theresa Connors John
CUM LAUDE
Mason Kassis
Haley Margaret Kruell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Aurora Jean McCone
Kara Ann Ortbal
Sarah Lynne Penalcsa
Rylie Amanda Schlottmann
Shraddha Sanjay Shirude
Eric Stephen Sype
CUM LAUDE
James Carson Tidyman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
~ Two degrees awarded
Three degrees awarded
II
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J., AWARD
Benjamin Louis Levy-Wendt
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering
or computer science student, judged on scholarship,
leadership. dedication, and inspiration.
JOHN S. JU AWARD
Jacqueline Mae Wallis
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes
wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown,
and the ability to integrate and apply knowledge.
Bachelor of Science
in Biochemistry
Mohammed Hamad Aishathri
Clarice Marie Banaei
lenna Marie Davison
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Daniel Thomas Del.uric
Kimberly Ann Foster
CUM LAUDe
Robert Lacorte Gianan
Fabrice Tae-Jin lee
Trey Solomon Morgan
CUM LAUDE
Andy Si lien Nguyen -a
Anh Quynh Nguyen
Thuy Duong Hoang Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Andrew James Schwartz
Gabriella Nicole Vasquez
Max Otis Warburg
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Biology
Calvin Turqueza Allan
Alyssa Marie Brandt --a
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kirk Matthew Dao Daffon
Ian James Hines-Ike
Caitlin Veronica Kelly
Yi Lian Ruth Klimecki ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Stacy Lu
Kellie Elizabeth Parmelee
Matthew Vietor Sandrich
Bachelor of Science,
major in Biology
Iris Chang
Tristen Setsukc Inoue
Sarah Elizabeth Portin
With additional major In Spanish
CUM LAUDE
•
Tuyet Nhu Phuong Truong
Jordan Paul Wilson
Jon Thomas Yoshida, JR
Bachelor of Science
in Biology
Erin Ann Flanagan
CUM LAUDE
Mari Jalene Fujimoto
CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Anne Ingle
CUM LAUDE
Charles Rich Lewis
CUM LAUDE
Michael Jeffrey Love
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kristina Lynn Luotto
CUM LAUDE
Alan Paul Brissart Paragas
Bjorn Eide Payne
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jaspreet Samra
Jonah Imee Ramirez Talavera
CUM LAUDE
Hong Yin Tam
CUM LAUDE
Ryne Koji Uemura
Kenneth Wong
Bachelor of Science,
major in Cell and
Molecular Biology
Katherine Paige Durfee
Max Nicholas Echterling
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meike Elaine Lobb-Rebe
CUM LAUDE
Siobhan B. Standaert
CUM LAUDE
Bradley Christopher Walker
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacqueline Mae Wallis ~
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zachary Frederick Walters
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Chemistry
Marcella Suzanna Longoria
Bachelor of Science
in Chemistry
Andy Si Nguyen ~
Sheena Marie Nicholson
John Dzintars Rarick
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering
Garrett Burton Anderson
Derek Steven Bell
Amabella Natividad Bernardino
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
David Bushnell
Kalika Rose Caley
Bianca Eloisa Escano Casem
Karl Matthew Clocksin
Tyler Michael Daniels
John Eugene Dickey
Man Seng Fong
Ames Francis Fowler
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
JessyMarie Lucas Hardy
CUM LAUDE
Rory Andrew Jens
with additional major in Mathematics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Abdirahman Kenan
Chang Liu
Robert Samuel Howard Long
CUM LAUDE
Mark Pero Lovrin
CUM LAUDE
Alisa Jean Ly
Armando Pascual Mendoza
Timothy Tatsuya Murphy
Otti Alfred Okello
CUM LAUDE
Kelsey Rebecca Rau
SvyatoslavSergeyevich Rubashka
-e Two degrees awarded
Mikhail Vasilevich Russu
Jordan Jeffery Sewell
Pakissiba Rodrigue Silga
Demetria Maria Swendseid
Hillary Adrienne Tervet
Valerie Michelle Wai May Wu
Evan Keisuke Yamamoto
Bachelor of Arts, major
in Computer Science
Jordan Alexander Appling-Marx
John Joseph O'Connor, IV
Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science
Parks Elliott Barnard
Sherry Chang
Shouhan Cheng
Elison Oconer Deungria
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bianca Flaidar
Kwun Sang Fok
Emily Katherine Gehman
Michael Ian Greenberg
John Edward Hager
Franklin Thomas Leitz
David Liao
Leonard Lie
Jiaming Luo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Harrison Parker John MeCey
Shuai Miao
CUM LAUDE
Shakeel Mohamed
Kim Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Minh Phuc Khac Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Philips Tanoto
Patrick Lee Weisensee
Tyler Martin Witt
Rick Jui Ping Yang
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Diagnostic Ultrasound
Aubrey Anuradha Salomi Burlinson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Taylor DeAnn Cargile
CUM LAUDE
Yana P. Chebotareva
CUM LAUDE
Sarah Marie Cohen
Sofia Ann D'Aniello
Chelsey Nicole Easton
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gabrielle Sue Heiman
Anne Kathryn Hewitt
Sarah Kathleen Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Austin Koji Kawano
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Theresa Erin Kirby
Liane Masako Lo
Michelle Therese Keiko Matsuura
Joelle Thi Nguyen
RayAnn Michele Queen
CUM LAUDE
Reina Akie Sako
Annie Regina McChesney Sauvage
Kiley Mary Kathleen Thomason
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Francesca Marie Villeneuve
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Mark Mincheal Berg
CUM LAUDE
Aklilu Biniam
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Adam Marshall Carter
Carlin Chi-Yien Cheng
Michael Ryan Chinn
Cedar B Cloyd
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hoang Yen Thi Dang
CUM LAUDE
Alex Ryan Delp
Timofey Nikolayevich Dukhnovskiy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Patrick James Dullenty
Erica Jamie Flores
CUM LAUDE
Alexander Thomas Govan 1!!l;
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tyson Lee Heo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ana Lilian Hernandez Morales
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Miles Patrick Hille
CUM LAUDE
Chao Huo
James Jesus Johnson
Ryan Hisao Kondo
CUM LAUDE
Jeffrey Ryan Miller
Garry Mitsuki Murayama
Nicole Ga Yan Ng
Brandon Eugene No
Erik Orion Olson
CUM LAUDE
Carina Thuyvi Pham
Mohammed Shams Pirbhai
Zachary David Powers
CUM LAUDE
Devinsen Henata Purwanegara
Andrew Christopher Seaman
Sirous Seifalian
Thomas Thang Truong
CUM LAUDE
Tony Le Truong
Soroath Viseth
Thien Ven Va
Jonathan Bradley West
Stefan James Whitley
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Addison Lawerence Wong
Vincent W. Yang
Trevor Shawn Youngquist
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dai Yu
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Blake George Bozlee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Drew Morales Cameron
Vittorio Arenas del Rosario
Chase Patrick Fields
Derek Aaron Goetz
Viviana Gonzalez Vega
Michael Stuart Hughes
Jacob Banner Inouye
Dustin Klepper
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Science
Adrianna Marie Hennessey
Polly Elizabeth Lentz
Nathan Andrew Lind
Elizabeth Anne Piper
Katie Marie Stick
CUM LAUDE
NIEHOFF AWARDKristen M.Swanson, PhD
Dean
SISTER MARY RUTH
Claire Marie Siegel
CUM LAUDE
Brooke Oh Winslow
CUM LAUDE Elizabeth Witter
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science
in General Science
Ana Carolina D'Agrosa
Pareesa Adiana Goshtasebi
Nicole Aiko Urcia Kamiya
Brittney Taitague O'Malian
Justin Sung Jun Park
Rebecca Marie Quintero
Bryan Mark Richardson
Veronica Jinq Yi Wong
Bachelor of Science.
major in Marine and
Conservation Biology
Benjamin Wilson Gulmon
Kaitlyn Leigh Hammond ~
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ting-Jen Lin
Taylor Rashon Robinson
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Mathematics
Devan Ray Bickham
Nancy Grace Brasseale
Jonathan Francis Cardiello ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Benjamin Louis Levy-Wendt ~
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the
College of Nursing Selection is based upon the student's
academic achievement, excellence in nursing. and
participation in school and community activities. The
award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who
was dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968.
Benjamin Joseph Klontz
lisa Leng
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Benjamin Louis Levy-Wendt ~
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
David Robert livingston
Conner Andrew McQueen
Marie Christine Pahlmeyer ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zahra Gedow Hassan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Maxine Reina Cole
Sarah Elizabeth Colter
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacqueline Grace Cullinane
Sophie Marie Curatilo
Candice Kathleen de Sauvage
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing
Adela Agung Tjahjady
CUM LAUDE
Madison Julia Hiday
CUM LAUDE
Chi Heng Patrick Pan
James Andrew Pentz
Handerson Pranoto
Dalton McDavid Reed
Rachel Elizabeth Sanders
CUM LAUDE
Matthew John Scanlan
CUM LAUDE
Rebekah Zen-jai Ho
CUM LAUDE
Jessica Victoria Almli
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Olivia Jean Amrhein
Frances Renee Anderson
CUM LAUDE
Shermena-Eva Austria
Michele Marita Manalaysay
Benavente
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Benjamin R. Hodgman
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Briana Louise Hoffer
CUM LAUDE
Jagoda Porolniczak-DeCap
Kelsie Kate Deisinger
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
An Tran Huynh
Kim Thanh Huynh
CUM LAUDE
Romelie-Angel Halili Delacruz
Nora Kathryn DeMun
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexander Clinton Schacht
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Olesea Ivan lalanji
Kimberly Yoshimi Ito
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Deanna Catherine Jang
CUM LAUDE
Caley Nicole deNevers
CUM LAUDE
Michelle Angela Bentz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jagdeep Singh
Tyler Daniel Toutonghi ~
Nicholaus Clarendon Wright
Jayce Kanji Yahata
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christine Pham Dinh
CUM LAUDE
Brittany Yoko Bergquist
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Corynne Blythe Dougil
Laura Rose Durand
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan Danielle Blocker
Kiersten Booren
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lauren Nicole Constance Jeglum
MAGNA CUM LAUDEJoseph Windsor Young
Bachelor of Arts,
major in Physics
Marie Christine Pahlmeyer ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science,
major in Mathematics
Justin Christopher David
CUM LAUDE
Madison Brianna Davis
with additional major in Environmental
Studies
CUM LAUDE
Shu Hsien Ou
Jingyang Pang
Tyler Daniel Toutonghi ~
Francis Tam Tran
Rui Wang
Bachelor of Science
in Mathematics
Christopher Philip Cericola ~
Alexander Thomas Govan ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Charles Michael Rackson 1m
CUM LAUDE
Amanda Sahar Jenkins
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kayla Fitzgerald Eland
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Angela Rose Bora
CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Ann Jester
CUM LAUDE
Hassan Ahmed Elmi
(UM LAUDE
Emily Inez Boudreau
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Rose Brashear
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Breonna Marie Brown
CUM LAUDE
Lauren Elizabeth Johnson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bethany Frances Ewing
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mackenzie M. Fournier
Jody Lynn Fox
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science
in Physics
Garrett Alexander Budnik
with additional major in Mememaucs
Brooke Taylor Johnston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gursimran Kaur
Jasmine Keller
Emily Elizabeth Kelley
CUM LAUDE
Cyrena Linh Bui
CUM LAUDE
Andrea Ouana Burgos
Blaire Lauren Burstein
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Amber Victoria Calvo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christopher Philip Cericola ~
Zachary Richard Olson
Charles Michael Rackson i!a
CUM LAUDE
Tessa Philbrick Franke
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katelyn Taylor Frazier
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Chloe Monet Kellogg
CUM LAUDESamuel John Tuppan Laura Elizabeth Friedrich
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tamica Gant
April Joy Morales Garlejo
CUM LAUDE
Rebecca Marie Gasman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Claire Elise Kidd
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Julia Hollis Campbell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE II Ho Kim
Yi Lian Ruth Klimecki -e.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberly Janet Carlson
Kennedy Nicole Chelberg
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Rachel Elisa Krauss
Claire Elizabeth Laufer
CUM LAUDE
Dylan Todd Rich
CUM LAUDE Bethany Allison Gehrke
CUM LAUDE
Frances Michel Gierard
CUM LAUDE
Courtney Brianna Cherry
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Quynh-Nhu Le
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lilian Ann Choi
CUM LAUDE
Hyun Kyung Lee
Stacie Sachiko Lee
Kate Chelsea Leyda
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ellen Kathleen Graves
Danielle Patricia Hansen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hellen Cherotich Chuma ~
CUM LAUDE
Makenna Christie Clark
Melanie Jean Clayton
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberly Grace Harlan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
II
Tsering Lhayang Long Vietnam Nguyen Alexis Ann Reichelt
Jonathan Allen Stackhouse Desiree Sharlyn Ward
CUM LAUDE Thuy Anh Thi Nguyen Frances Kate Tanglao Santos
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Jeannette Lopez MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Kristene Chinn Suyematsu Marisa Eliza Weeks
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Anne Elizabeth Nienow Birch Kristen Elisabeth Saunders Colette Christina Sweet Olivia Stager Weeks
Alena Britney Marter CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Eric Mburu Njuguna Christopher Michael Schaberg Ellen Marie Taylor
Iris Faith White
Claire Marie McDonald CUM LAUDE Brandi Nicole Schlembach
SUMMA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Callie Rose McEwen Kelli Kristina Oatman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Cynthia Lee Tellefson Haley Ann Widness
MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Mila Rhev Shaheen Irina Tikhonov
CUM LAUDE
Vanessa Carol McGough Stephanie Margaret O'Connor
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Caroline Margaret Williams
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Esther Sung Eun Oh Natalie Kaye Shepard Caitlin Marie Tomas
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Eiko McKenzie
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Krystal Kay Willingham
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Jaime Lynne Oldfield Claire Marie Siegel Thu N. Ton
Elizabeth Witter
Kellen Kathleen McNamara MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Melanie Elizabeth Medina Michael Anthony Ortegon JessicaTaylor Sliwa
Amber Lee Tran lillian Belle Woolworth
MAGNA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tamara Meyer Gagandeep Kaur PabJa
Abigail Lark Smiley Ashley M. Tran Eli Samuel Yarnold
CUM LAUDE Anna Charlotte Petersen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Ruo Han Zhang
Marisa Shizue Murakami Mylinh Thi Pham Danica Maria Smith
Natalie Jennifer Upton Lei Zhu
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Erika Katrin Speckhardt Allison Rae Vining
CUM LAUDE
Lani Kusu Nacol Alexis Akemi Racca
SUMMA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kristen Rae Nakagawa Marissa Elizabeth Rednour Sarah Katherine Sprute Thuong Hoai Tran Vu
Ravyn Victoria Newsom MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
2015 ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CADETS
The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination of four years of
hard work balancing military requirements and academic commitments.
These young men and women will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants
and wW begin their career of service to their nation all over the world.
Derek Steven Bell
Engineer
Briana Louise Hoffer
Nurse Corps
Jessica Taylor Sliwa
Nurse Corps
Justin Edward Cooper
Field Artillery
Tyler William Sciotto
Engineer
Daniel Taesoon Whang
Quartermaster
Kirk Matthew Dao Daffon
Medical Service
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Killian Noe
women recovering from homelessness, addiction and
other mental health challenges. Recovery Cafe provides
ongoing support that begins where traditional treat-
ment programs end. Ninety percent of its members
report that Recovery Cafe has helped them maintain
sobriety and has given them a deep sense of belonging.
Noe has received many awards and recognitions,
including being honored as a distinguished alumna by
Yale Divinity School in 1998 and Wake Forest in 2015.
She is also an author having written Finding Our Way
Home: Addictions and Divine Love.
Noe is a member of Seattle University's Board of
Trustees and an adjunct professor in the School of
Theology and Ministry. In 2012, she received the Red
Winged Leadership Award from the Albers School of
Business and Economics.
For nearly three decades, Killian Noe has lived in and
led a number of intentional communities throughout
the world. In 1985, she co-founded Samaritan Inns, an
intensive, transitional and longer-term healing community
for men and women recovering from homelessness and
addiction. A comprehensive response to homeless ness
and addictions, Samaritan Inns has become a national
model and has received scores of awards for excellence
and innovation in supportive housing and treatment
After nurturing Samaritan Inns for 15 years, Noe moved
to Seattle in 1999 and co-founded the New Creation
Community, an ecumenical faith community committed to
contemplation and action and to addressing the widening
gap between the world's rich and poor.
In 1999 she founded and currently leads Recovery
Cafe, a therapeutic community and school for men and
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community
and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Daniel James Hsieh
Juris Doctor
PROVOST'S AWARD FOR GRADUATE STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Given to the Seattle University graduate student who has maintained
the highest grade point average throughout his or her program
and also demonstrated outstanding leadership.
Luisa Maria Lora
Master of Education in Student Development Administration
Ashlee Wynn Norris
Mapping and Meaning Making, A Portrait
of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
and Queer College Undergraduate
Experience
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION TITLES
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Joy Anna Thompson Brooke
Preventing the Summer Slide, Using
Closed Captioning and Same-Language
Subtitling on Television as a Literacy
Tool in the Home to Increase Reading
Achievement
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Sue Ann Bube
Effects of Targeted Professional
Development on Transition Services
and Teacher Practice
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Colette Meda Casavant
A Qualitative Study of Graduate
Theological Administrator Support of
Student Community Engagement
Chair, John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Jessica Kerrigan Conte
The Influence of Therapy Dogs
on Reading Fluency and Reading
Motivation
Chair, Ashli Tyre, EdD
Melinda Louise Eidbo
Focused Learning to Improve Teacher
Effectiveness (FLlTE), Evaluating a
Professional Development Model at
an Elementary School
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
NURSING PRACTICE
Bryan Kent Cooper
Integrating Clinical Pharmacy into
a Primary Care Model for Diabetes
Care and Prevention
Chair: Bonnie Bowie, PhD
Jerry Lee Green, Jr.
Commercial Vehicle Drivers:
Screening Policy Analysis
Chair, Anne Hirsch, PhD
Sharon Faye Hento
Improving Diabetes Outcomes in
Primary Care: An Electronic Health
Record Based Quality Improvement
Project
Chair, Benjamin Miller, PhD
James Joseph Harvey
School Performance within the Economic
and Cultural Contexts of Nine Nations,
An Exploratory Study of Education
Indicators
Chair, John Chattin-McNichols, PhD
Paula Louise Houston
The Use of Complementary and
Alternative Medicine Among African
American Women Breast Cancer
Survivors
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Michelle L Majors
Me? A Leader? An Examination of
African American Girls and Their
Perceptions of Leadership
Chair, John Chattin-McNichols, PhD
Martha Marie May
Formal Testing Versus Teacher
Identification, Models of Access to
Advanced Learning Opportunities in
Mathematics
Chair, John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Geoffrey Brooks Morgan
Building Community Capacity, A
Qualitative Study
Chair, John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Jennifer Marie Lynn
Increasing Fertility Knowledge and
Awareness: A Pre-test Post-test
Pilot Study
Chair, Terri Clark, PhD
Michelle Baochau Nguyen-Levy
A Cost Benefit Evaluation of a Transitional
Ca~e Uni.t for Traumatic Brain Injury
Patients In the Rehabilitation Phase
Chair: Bonnie Bowie, PhD
Quyen T. Stevenson
An Evidence Based Diabetic Foot Ulcer
Treatm~ntAlgorithm for a Multidisciplinary
Outpatient Wound Care Clinic
Chair, Susan B. Matt, PhD, JD
Onyenma Dan Nwaelele
Macroergonomics Interventions: Influence
of Referral Method, Psychosocial, and
Demographic Factors on Outcomes
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Elizabeth A. Pluhta
Keeping the Open Door, Community
College Promise Scholarships
Chair, John Chattin-McNichols, PhD
Elizabeth Skofield
Learning While Sick, Perceptions of
Undergraduate Students with Chronic
Illness on Their Academic Experiences
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Kimberley Anne Veilleux
Development and Implementation of a
Rapid Access Transient Ischemic Attack
and Stroke Clinic
Chair, Mo-Kyung Sin, PhD
DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Marian Elizabeth Stewart
Begotten Legacies: Examining
the Soul of Inherited Racism
Chair, Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
Amy Laurice Wyatt
Cultivating Creative Spiritual
Leadership, The Role of Art-Making
as a Spiritual Practice for Ministers
Chain Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Deanna Sands, EdD
Dean
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD
Bahar Anjaz
Meghan Eileen Arbuckle
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s)
in the College of Education Teacher Education Program.
Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in
student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching. and
evidence of leadership.
SPIRIT OF EDUCATION AWARD
Tolani Adeyinka Ogunyoku
Presented to the student who exemphfies the College
of Education mission of preparing ethical and reflective
practitioners for quality service in diverse communities. The
student demonstrates excellence in academics as well as
service to the program, schoof, campus, or greater community.
Doctor of Education in
Educational Leadership
Joy Anna Thompson Brooke
Sue Ann Bube
Colette Meda Casavant
Jessica Kerrigan Conte
Melinda Louise Eidbo
James Joseph Harvey
Paula louise Houston
Michelle L. Majors
Martha Marie May
Geoffrey Brooks Morgan
Ashlee Wynn Norris
Onyenma Dan Nwaelele
Elizabeth A. Pluhta
Elizabeth Skofield
Educational Specialist in
Educational Administration
Eric Paul Behrens
Michael Ed Fuerte
Kelly Elizabeth Jones
Educational Specialist
in School Psychology
Deborah Anne Hirnle Bernstein
Stacy L. Cha
Allison Elizabeth Chappell
Rachel Marie Falkner
Melissa Rose Falleroni
Stephen Leo Griego
Shana Marie Heavey
Maria De LosAngeles
HernandeZ-Melgar
Alexander Samuel lewis
Regina Danet Melanson
Julie Kimiko Nikaitani
Raul Alberto Palacios II
Daniese Jeannette Powers-Neal
Allison Kathleen Small
Meridith Jean Stead
Katrice Nicole Taylor
Heather Kathryn Valentine
Luiza Badar Viduya
Uliana Volodina
Master of Arts in
Education in Adult
Education and Training
Abdi Mohammed Haro
Heather Marie Schwitalla
Master of Education in
Adult Education and
Training
Laura Kathleen East
Amy Jean Grant
Katy Patricia Mayes
Maureen Jurgens Sotello
Master of Arts in
Education in Counseling
Jensen Tyne Bonney
Kelly Yetsuko Boyer
Tammy Sumie Burgett
Janet Elizabeth Carter
Young Rhan Chang-Miller
Shauna Mae Condry
Jenna Ann DiCasparro
Toby Joshua Doyle
Wendy Caitlin Enden
Mai-Anh Pham Epperly
Alison Marie Hanna
Tricia lynn Hilliard
Darcy Ruscigno Hollie
Ruth Elizabeth Howard
Anne Marie Borromeo Cahill Jones
Daniel John Kelley-Petersen
Vicki Renee Kenney
Lawrence Edward Kight
Kerri Marie Kline
Katherine Larsen
Alyssa Paige Lout
Ilana Michelle Malone
Shanell Jenee Meredith
Shelby Lynn Namba
Sockheng Nay
Tolan! Adeyinka Ogunyoku
Stephanie Rene Robinson
Corbin Sheffels
Emma Lynn Stolz
Michelle Christine Terry
Chelsey Ann Thomas
Christina Elizabeth Walter
Kerri lynne Yoshiko Warren
Emily Anne Wood
Courtney Marrin Zier
Master of Education in
Educational Administration
Jennifer Jamie Chan
Catherine Mary Dempsey
Kathleen Patricia Fogarty
Kyle Phillip Lawhead
Jacqueline Dale Monroe
Kelly Brady Smith
Master of Education in
Literacy for Special Needs
Melissa Sibyl-Marie Henson
Jennifer Stemerick
Master of Education in
Special Education
Hibaq Ahmed Sudi Guled
Ashley Breana Salber
Danielle Kerrie Smith
Master of Education in
Student Development
Administration
Catherine Marie Aurelio
Amy lynn Bergstrom
Amy L Clawson
Krystle Palma Cobian
Domonique Chantal Crosby
leland Philip Hollenbeck Doran
Taylor Kelly Dukes
Kjirsten Ann Kennedy Eisentrout
Gabriella Grace Wheelan Flint
Alexa Jordan Forster
Samantha Marie Garcia
Kira Glynn
Jacob A. Hartz
Tiff Hayes
Bobby Lee Helton
Caitlin Stacy Hoover
Ruth Yu-Chien Huang
Michelle Bomee lee
Luisa Maria Lora
Bruce Burton Mann
Errold Y Nabong
Kali Rebecca Odell
Daria Jsmael Ogaz
Thaddeus J. Teo
Melissa Sumiko Van Drimmelen
RebeccaNicole Van Drimmelen
Nandita Vishwanath
Master in Teaching
Gabriel Thomas Adams
Garner James Andrews
Bahar Anjaz
Meghan Eileen Arbuckle
Michael Sean Banks
Jacqueline Courage Belur
Abigail Marie Bien
Christina Marie Biladeau
Jamie Geringer Blackard
Nicholas Jones Borges
Graham Taylor Brewer
Megan Kirsten Brownell
Stefanie Lorraine Bukosky
Barbara Ann Burton
Kelsey Beth Campbell
Wilson Allen Chin
Dorothy lauren Cicero
Anne Elizabeth Collet
Jackie R. DeLaCruz
Doree Ann Desberg
Taylor JoAnna Dunn
Adrienne Christian Eng
Leah Rosemarie Fadness
Heidi D. Fielden
Edan-Hoelan Madden Gehman
Grace June Geiger
JanWei-liang Ghows
Alexander David Glover
lauren Jean Grant
Scott Patrick Grinsell
Jana Therese Gueck
Amy Elizabeth Harris
Grace Juliana Hartinger
Jonathan Leigh Henderson
lauren Olivia Houghtaling
Edward S Irving
William Henry James
Heidi Lynn Johnecheck
Amelia Margaret Jones
Nicole Louvenia Jones
Tymmony Janelle Keegan
Anne Elizabeth Kirk
Andrew William Perry Knox
Mutanda Kwesele
RaissaAJashani Lkano-Sanchez
Lauren Allis liseth
Jennifer Rose Lorella
Pauline-Nicole Francisco
Maghirang
Francine Shari Margolis
Sara Christine McCoy
Rhya Clark Milici
Jacob Andrew Winslow Millican
Lauren Allison Minuk
Margaret Anne Misner
David Burnham Mowry
Chelsea Elizabeth Nave
Taylor Rae Newton
Rachel Shannon O'Hanlon
Erin Lewis Olson
Helke lyn Otten
Kathleen Annette Perry
Lucas Clint Peterson
Judith Prado
Samantha Christine Price
lindsay Michelle Prosser
Anne Marie Quigg
linda Reed Ream
Morgan Jean Robbins
Nadiyah Rizwan Samad
Sadie Marie Sattler
Corinne Elise Schicchi
Danielle Marie Schropp
Mallory Gail Schumacher
lauren Mayumi Shinozuka
Elizabeth Christine Stafford
Miho Stanberry
Kayla Christine Supkoff
Karla Margaret Tentschert
Sonya Raj Urs
Hannah Robinson Wadsworth
Tory B.D. Walker
Lucianna Simeoni Weber
Rachel Elizabeth Wunderlich
Master of Arts in Education
in Teaching English
to Speakers of Other
Languages
Mark Alan Poese
James Victor Shumate
Alyssa Wolfe
Master of Education
in Teaching English
to Speakers of Other
Languages
Wasan Alhaidari
Jeffrey Clinton Battle
Diana Maritza Benavides Gonzalez
Jared Medina Bigelow
Elaine A. Bradbee
Holly Anne Delphinidae
Anthony James Gillan
Marianne Gonzalez
Joy Iris-Wilbanks
Kurt Alexander Lehman
Dolores Angelica Leon Guerrero
Erica Leslie Lone
Martin Emanuel Mainer
Elizabeth Ann McAninch
Jesse Patrick Mueller
Jennifer Vanessa Munson
Perarin Stephanie Phopipat
Bailey Elizabeth Scholze
Galia Sian
Natalia Zarazo
II
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
David V. Powers, PhD
Dean
WALLACE LOH ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE AWARD
Lucas Jacob Trout
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to the
outstanding graduating student in the College of Arts and
Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon
exceptional graduate work in the classroom. Qualification
evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presenta-
tions, fellowship or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinary
scholarship work. The award honors the impact that Dr.
Wallace Loh had upon groduate programs in the Co[(ege
of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college
from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven Arts
and Sciences graduate programs were created.
LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL
ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Jacinta P. Tegman
The Leadership and Professional Engagement Award
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts
and Sciences who has demonstrated exceptional leadership
abilities and professional engagement. The recipient is an
innovative forward thinker. making new roads in their chosen
field. Their professional development efforts contribute
to the vibrant educational experience in their graduate
program.
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Stephanie Marlene Martinez
The Social Justice and Community Engagement Award
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts
and Sciences who has demonstrated a deep commitment
to social justice and community engagement. The recipient
has gone above and beyond in their service to others, carrying
with them the founding principles of a Jesuit education, making
choices as a leader for a just and humane world.
Master of Fine Arts in
Arts Leadership
Yuko Ariga
Angela Mary Bayler
Daria Binkowski
Alleson Marie Buchanan
Slade Andrew Burgess
Ryan Eric Chesla
Mariquita Luz de Mira
Verna May Everitt
SashaTherese Habash
Kristine Marie Haroldson
Tracy Hyland
Elisa RoseJordan
Bayie Kim
Kristen Ramer Liang
Hillary Kay Long
Matthew James Manowski
Suzy Martinez Oseguera
Merrill L. Matheson
II
Charly M. McCreary
Jamie Elizabeth Moses
Daniel J. Ruiter
Britt Elizabeth Rynearson
Miles Robert Schlagel
Jay Harrison Stern
Andrew Prentice Storms
Skye Anna Stoury
Sacha Noel Van De Zande
Mary Crystal Lee Yingling
Master of Arts in
Criminal Justice
Ernest Jon ReyesBarber
Angelia Beth Clark
Tanya Maxine Cole
Amy Rachel Cotton
Emma Frances Grochowsky
Ana Valentina Humphrey
Elisabeth Jandro
Inna Johnson
Catherine Mary Kopoian
Wallie G. Lacks
Alexandra Lee Lard
Shelby Lowrey Lyonais
Kyle Jon Mansfield
Stephanie Marlene Martinez
Taylor Maree McKay
Joshua Wayne Mcleod
Lindsey Anne McMeekin
Josie Lee Moderow
Megan Moshe
Erin Kathleen O'Donnell
Ezekiel Anderson Pease
Vanessa Reyes Romero
Nichole Anne Swalko
Alexandra Michael Thomas
Beatrice I. Thomas
Alison RoseWassail
Marda S.Williams
Rebecca KaYiu Wong
Carie Shawn Wright
~ Two degrees awarded
Master of Arts in
Criminal Justicel
Juris Doctor
Elisabeth Marie Gribble
Master of Nonprofit
Leadership
Cassandra Maria Aguilar
Colina Sade' Barlow
Christopher Kingsley Brown
Elizabeth Anne Calhoun
Shahilene Erin Dillon
Mercedes Alise Elizalde
Joseph John Esch
Kristina Lee Gizinski
Sally F. Guzman Reyes
Elysa Leslie Havard
Marilyn Lopez
Gabriel N. Manriquez
Alex Corwin Okerman
Melissa Marie Stuart
Jacinta P. Tegman
Katie Ann Tirtanadi
David Michael Van Hofwegen
Sara Rebecca Young
Master of Arts in
Psychology
Kristin Beck
Sybil Bradbury Besheer
Derek Chung
Elizabeth S. Coleman
Sean Paul Duncan
Angela R. Fernandes
Madeline K. Gunter
JessicaL. Hafey
Kara K. Hill
Samuel Robert Kennedy
Leo Charles Kiralla
Lejla Alagic Madfai
Justina Marie McCray
Matthew McKnight
Sarah Carroll Neumann
Jennifer L. Reisberg
James Kirk Salyer
Selena Marie Sena-Hopkins
Meghan Joy Smith
James Jason Summers
Lucas Jacob Trout
Master of Public
Administration
Sheziene Bana
Patricia Julie Barbachan
Christopher Todd Bast
Derrick Leonard Belgarde
Anttimo Deshaun Bennett, Sr.
Erin M Brown
Courtney Fern Casady
Michelle Cathleen Chatterton
Kathryn Elizabeth Chirnienti
Emily Laine Coates
Josalyn Conley
Daniel Joseph Cordas
Elizabeth Suzanne Coz
Tracy Layne Craw
Noel Paige Dechambeau
Ashley Marie Haugen
Tori Lynn Head
Jamie Lee Heil
Catherine Alexandra Higgins
Qiuping Hu
Carolyn Mary Kane
Kristine Anne Kleedehn
Jorj Jill Knickrehm
Raymond Wayne Kubista
Jeremy Kutzke
Theresa Ann larsen
Diane Catherine Lubovich
Michael Dawson McVicker
Kelsi Reine' Messling
John E. Millan
Nicole Marie Neiditz
phung Kim Nguyen
John Jok Nhial
Caitlin Joy Nunberg
Donald William Perkins
Jessica R. Pollum
Erin Catherine Povak
Kara Danielle Preas Huertas
Jessica Mary Price
Wendy Jean Price
Catherine Mary Reilly
Alexander Nicholas Romeo
Anna Rebecca Salick
Nathan Peter Shopay
Daljit K. Singh
Hannah Rachel Smith
Travis Lydia Dwan Smoke
Jessica Marie Stuart
Erin Anne Thurston
Sarah Van Houten
Ted leslie Wallis
Aleksandra Widmyer
Lily L. Wong
Chong Young Yim
Tyler Mathew Zatcoff
Catherine JoAnn Zunigha
Master in Sport
Administration and
Leadership
Britney Tayler Carlson
Russell Tyler Cleveland
Isaiah Ross Gonzales
Katrina Ann Haywood ~
Taylor Dale Huerta
Tamara Kae Jansen
Adriana Maria Logan
Alexis Elizabeth McClain
Aaron Michael Menard
Carlee Diane Norquist
Andrew James Patton
Alice Christine Sax
Michelle R. Skyles
Valerie Marie Stahl
Jessica Ann Ulrich
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS
Master of Business
Administration I
Juris Doctor
Christopher Gene Dunlap
Amanda Jacqueline Loveless
Lauren Christian Ludwick Dohmen
David Sho ly
Brian Patrick Russell
Amy Phung Vuong
Bridge Masler of
Business Administration
Elyse-Noelle Torres Bais
Emily Bell
Devan Charles Berkley
Gordon Lee Brink
Ryan McClane Claypool
Kendehl Ann Corley
Gordana Durkovic-Pescador
Emily Edwards
lauren Beth Fleming
Jose Guadalupe Gaona
Meaghan Gerhart
Amrita Ashokkumar Ghasghase
Fasika Gutema
Danielle Louise Hall
Chuong Nguyen Trang Ho
Houston Gregory Hubert
Ellison Scot tseri
Mollie Katherine Janicki
Kevin Alexander Klauer
Zi liang
Yan Tung (May) Ma
Eric Michael Madison
Natacha Cinama Maheshe
Kourtnee Moore
Saritha Nair
Roger leonard Pierce
Patrick Virgil Popovici
Benjamin Ritzma Porter
Amanda Paige Sacknitz
Luke Donnelly Saling
Shireen Son ian Sharma
Mackenzie Elizabeth Smith
Ryan Thomas Somers
Marianne Jeanne Stover
Akadej Taechakaesaree
Andrew Tien Tran
Jesslyn Widodo
RuiZou
Ka Po Tsui
Nina Karina Tunas
Supatta Verachariya
Sangeeta Raju Vishwa
Narud Wongsirikul
Yekaterina V. Zelikman
Master of International
Business
Rene Rodriguez
Master of Professional
Accounting
Erik Jon Breidenstein
Joyce Chan
Ran Chang
Ao Chen
Yu Chen
Yilian Cheng
Anh Ngoc Van Chung
Jingqing Fan
Chelsea Mariama Green
Wenjing Guan
Kuan Hao
Chelsey Ann Iron monger
Emma Amelia Kelly
Jung Mi Kim
Ngoc Bao Le
Thien Tu Hieu le
Gladys lengkong
Yuan liang
l-Tinq Liao
Jingchun uu
Yuchen liu
Reena Marthina
Johnny Nguyen
Yue Niu
Katrina Teresa Perez de Tagle
Meng Qi
Nicholas Robert Schneidmiller
Wenying Tang
Xiaojin Wang
Xinxin Xie
Xinyi Xing
Yiwei Xu
Chang Yu
Ailin Zhang
Yan Zhao'S
Hongli Zhu
JERRY A. VISCIONE AWARD
Chang Yu
Awarded to the outstanding graduating graduate business
student in the Albers School of Business and Economics to
recognize exceptional academic performance. This aWOJd
exemplifies Jerry A. Visciones commitment, during his tenure
as dean of The Albers School of Business and Economics
from J988-1997. to promoting academic excellence while
developing students to be leaders of high integrity who
are committed to serving others.
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
Christine Elizabeth Curtiss
Lukasz Marcin Czerwinski
Kimberly Alexandria Dalan
Ashish Dhilal
Tamer Mohamed EI-Sharkawi
Michael Paul Eneberg
Eric Felix Esteban
Victor Yew Sean Gan
Jeffrey Brian Garrison
Daniel Eduardo G6mez Briceno
Eric Michael Gosnell
Joseph Guy Grant
Thomas Patrick Hartnett
Katrina Ann Haywood ~
Joshua Thomas Houser
Po-Chao (Eric) Huang
Tanner Humiston
Chuenshin Jeng
Ariana Marie Johnson
Autumn T. Johnson
Chistopher James Johnson
Prakash Jyotishi
Gurjot Kaur
Andrew Kim
Andrew Steven Klein
Tanit Koonprasert
Hsiao-Yuan Maggie Ku
Zi Jun Liang
Erik lee Lim
Yi Liu
Zhe Ying Liu
Oliver B. Lockwood
Matthew Pero Lovrin
Audrey Mei Lin Lum
Iryna V. Lysa-Stuckert
Andrew Mcintyre
Mei Li Joan Hee McNeil
Andrea Valenca Chagas Melero
Dominic Jacob Metroplos Palo
Daniel Everly Miller
Jennifer Armamento Moraleja
Matthew Michael Moran
Javier Muriel Ocana
William Scott Naber
Lisa Lee Nam
Christopher Blake Nelson
Jennifer J. G. Newland
Robert Ka Hoo Ng
Dan Deo Hoang Nguyen
John Jacob Nickels III
Patricia Michelle Nieto
Ning Ning
Nitin Parashar
Melissa Marie Petersen
Keith Anthony Ramsdell
Ryan L Rasmussen
Andrew C. Reese
Meagan Nicole Rehberg
Todd D. Robertson
Scott Edward Roddy
Kristen Marie Roller
Daniel Guido Roni
Ryan Benjamin Rovang
Ala Sagdai
Isha Sahni
Stephanie 1. Schuster
George Dragan Semenov
Janis Jill Shearer
Boris Shteinbakh
Amara Marie Siemens
Sean R. Sigvartson
Yvonne Michelle Smith
Thanaphon Srisurapol
Joseph Piper Stivala
Shilpa Subramanian
Kyle Francis Sullivan
Brett John Sutton
Antony Tebitendwa
Kristina Therese Thorne
Brendan Tyler Tower
Casey lawrence Tucker
Raul Villalobos
Alyssa Clinton Vo
Anthony Sean Walsh
Jarid Thomas Waltz
Tzu Wei Wang
John Michael Ward
Hua Wei
Eric Leighton Weiss
Katy Anne Wild
Lehrer Willis
Stephen Kai Yun Wong
Justin Ji Kin Luke Young
Andy Zhang
Zachary A. Zygar
Health Leadership
Executive Master of
Business Administration
Rana Amini
Penni Anandakumar
Varun Chauhan
Orla Concannon
Hilary Claire Engelhardt
Jeffrey L. Grice
Edward Scott Lim
Rebecca Conte Okelo
Leadership Executive
Master of Business
Administration
Joseph Bengtson
Lara Mae Divina Chollette
Michelene N. Clements
Anna C Gordon
Erin Marie Kittleman
Indrasis Mondal
Derek William Robbecke
Anthony Thomas Rossano
Audrey Leah Schena
Master of Business
Administration
Martin Wayne Acevedo
Vaishali Agarwal
Christopher Ray Andress
Juan Esteban Arango
Carrasquilla ~
Diana Susan Archambault
Alicia Victoria Arzate
Jonathan L. Baldwin
Jonathan Andrew Balka
Rowena Michelle Beaudry
Matthew James Benedict
George William Bevis II
Philip Stephen Boos
Garrett Christopher Booth ~
Desiree Dawn Briel Rodi
Jieun Choi
Jeffrey Alan Christenson
Howard M Chung
Duangkamol Chungsiriwat
Chad Neil Conrow
Yi Cui
Cynthia Michelle Curtis
Master of Science in
Finance
Juan Esteban Arango
Carrasquilla ~
Garrett Christopher Booth'S
Terrance R. Caffey
Hsianq-Lel Chiang
Jeffrey John Flogel
Catherine Dianne leigh
Lakshmi Sambamoorthy
Evan B White
Jeffrey M. Will
Yan Zhao'S
Yulya P. Zhikhareva
Master of Science in
Finance / Juris Doctor
Inger·Lisa Bakken
Professional Master of
Business Administration
Vincent Yang Chen
Dinesh Kumar Chinnasamy
Sergio Steve Curro
Anastasia Joy Demereckis
Daniel Armstrong Hanson
Ta-Chih Kao
Jacob Cameron Kemnec
Amy Elizabeth Leedom
Theresa Keopatomsakul Leigh
Valentine Mathieu
Sean Kameeiamoku McKeague
Peidi Mu
Ana Cecilia Olivos Bude
Saida Victoria Schmidt
Paul F. Sisk
II
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Kristen M. Swanson, PhD
Dean
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Bryan Kent Cooper
Jerry Lee Green, Jr.
Sharon Faye Hento
Jennifer Marie Lynn
Michelle Baochau Nguyen-levy
Quyen T. Stevenson
Kimberley Anne Veilleux
Master of Science
in Nursing
Leah Christine Absher
Ema Ando
Suzanne Leigh Astley
Larena Lynn Barlow
Laura Elizabeth Bicknell
Nobu-Ann Kuba Buckley
THE JOANN MCFADDEN GRADUATE
STUDENT EXCELLENCE AWARD
Susan Mae Taylor
The JoAnn McFadden Graduate Student Excel/ence
Award recognizes and honors an outstanding graduating
MSN student who reflects the Seattle University
mission. The graduate student demonstrates excellence
in leadership abilities and manifests commitment to
service through involvement with college, university, and
community activities. The award honors the memory
of JoAnn McFadden, a former graduate student
in the College of Nursing. who herself embodied these
characteristics.
Erin Rae Duvall
Olivia Galini Eisner
Averi LaNae Epps
Christina Marie Espinoza
Erica Frahm
Joyful Freeman
Lindsay Marie Harris
Renee Simeone Hokom
Jennifer Lynn Hunter
Annelise Artis Joslin
Michael Jae Woo Kim
Christina Gregoria Kipelidls
Jean Rene Mbassi
Molly Ann McDonnell
Lindsay Michelle McHugh
Christopher George Nelson
Truc Nguyen
Rita Palisaityte
Lindsey Marie Parden
Sara Ellen Parnell
Laura Lynn Read
Wesleigh Robin Richardson
Jeffrey William Selbig
Rebecca Anne Spear
Susan Mae Taylor
Katherine Celeste Teela
Janlne Cade Torres
Dee Dee Santos Vasquez
Zan Michael Whitman
Alshah Patirnah Difrisco Williams
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
Master of Science in
Computer Science
Medha A. Bhat
Hemadeepthi Dupisetty
Eric Ben-Hsiao Hu
Anna Kirk
Manabu Mukohyoshi
•
Prachi Muley
Sravani Musunuri
Tilakbahadur Paija Pun
Benjamin Bradford Salazar
Farhana Rahman Sarker
Virangi Ashokkumar Shah
Bhawna Tyagi
Master of Software
Engineering
Anisweta Sinha
Richa Sinha
Jyoti Thakur
Tsun Chung Tsai
Xiaoqing Wang
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
AND MINISTRY
Mark S. Markuly, PhD
Dean
LEO STANDFORD
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Kenneth Ray Riley
Nindyo Sasongko
Leigh Farmer Weber
Awarded on occasion to an outstanding student or
alumna of the Schaal of Theology and Ministry who
closely realizes the TM vision:
· Ministers who are compassionate
and competent
· Inclusive and courageous
· Rooted in the Gospels
• Able to translate Christian theology
into ministry
Leo Stanford pioneered a vision for ministerial
education that is based on teaching students how to
integrate academic theology. ministerial skill training
and spiritual formation toward the goals of working
toward personal and global transformation.
DR. CLINTON MCNAIR AWARD
Francisco Javier Bujanda Anez
The Dr. Clinton McNair award honors Q graduating
student who has moved beyond the school's high
expectations for integrating spirituality. clinical
psychological therapeutic skills, holistic health and
healing practices with a passionate commitment to
social justice for individuals, families and communities.
Doctor of Ministry
Marian Elizabeth Stewart
Amy Laurice Wyatt
Master of Divinity
Elizabeth Ann Bray
Richard Alan Gene Crummett
Linda F. Gasparovic
Johanna Rose leuchter
Kenneth Ray Riley
Margaret Elizabeth Rodgers
Leigh Farmer Weber
Master of Arts in
Pastoral Counseling
Adam Frederick Dahl
Master of Arts in
Pastoral Studies
Louise Locke
Leticia Benavides Pickett
Victoria lynn Quinn
Mark Joseph Ralston
Jeffrey C. Steuby
Christine Danise Still, OSF
Dorothy Elizabeth Verna
Master of Arts in
Relationship and Pastoral
Therapy
Francisco Javier Bujanda Afiez
Marshan Goodwin-Moultry
Kerry Theresa Grant
Kevin Bradley Mesher
Master of Arts in
Transformational
Leadership
Tsukina Blessing
John C. Fauver
Maria Gorreth Nassali
Abdulah Polovina
Jennifer Lynn Sherer
Benjamin J. S1.Hilaire
Desiree Melanie Wilkins
Jessica Renee Wright
Master of Arts in
Transforming Spirituality
Natasha Lynne Burrowes
Nindyo Sasongko
II
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